
T V  S E R I E S  P I T C H  D E C K

Bearth
An epic end-times story of the origin and destiny of Earth.



The Audience

Audience seeking 

heroes to fight an 

invincible enemy
Audience seeking 

explanation of the 

mysteries of 

Earth and 

humankind.

Marvel / DC / SciFy
1

Spiritual / Esoteric / Explorer 
2

220,000,000
370,600,000

449,300,000

585,800,000

677,800,000

772,800,000
1,128,000,000

1,344,000,000

1,901,000,000

SciFy

The Avengers Captain America Thor

Iron Man Doctor Strange Guardians of the Galaxy

Captain Marvel Black Panther Spider Man

14,019,924
4,221,341

30,900,000
55,382,927

55,690,000

75,980,000
166,112,167

186,740,799

Esoteric

Left Behind 2014 Left Behind 2001

Dune What Dreams May Come

Eyes Wide Shut Constantine

2012 Day After Tomorrow

• Dune
• Interstellar
• Deep Impact
• Knowing

Audience seeking explanation
of deep spiritual meaning in 
apocalyptic events.
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Background

Brooks A. Agnew X-Squared Radio



W H Y  N O W ?

What is the purpose of life?  What does victory look like?  Is there a supernatural 

being on this planet?  Where is our hero?

The Bearth TV Series is based in actual truth.  The story is real.  All the events are 

real.  The cataclysms have either already happened, or are possible.  It will reach the 

SciFy and the Esoteric audience like nothing ever filmed.  20 million people are 

waiting for the book to become film.

The global human challenge is between light and darkness.



Target Market The Modern Movie

PIE CHART

Target Setting
The goal of the Bearth is to reveal the symbiosis between man

and the planet Earth. It is futuristic but still deeply connected to

an audience wondering about the true purpose of life.

Target Cinematography
Bearth will utilize special effects, CGI and other techniques to

create amazing worlds and creatures that would be impossible

to create in real life. It is written and is destined for the big

screen.

Target Message
Bearth is not like any rapture story ever filmed. The battle

between good and evil is plausible and yet supernatural. This

story is innate in every human being, and yet has never been

told.

Target Audience
• People who love high tech

• People who love imaginary yet plausible worlds

• People who enjoy futuristic stories

• People who like action/adventure stores

• People looking for a reason for reality

Film has changed.  What’s more, the audience has changed.  They 
have met fear and power like they never imagined.  They no 
longer go to the theater to see their favorite actors.  They go to 
take a journey

Film is not good enough without the music, the cinematography, 
the speed and power of action pulling a deep spiritual message 
through their souls.  Unknown actors have an equal footing with 
traditional box-office talent, because the modern audience feels 
betrayed by Hollywood.  

People want to leave the theater feeling changed, enlightened, 
and inspired.
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Movie Genres

Family Adventure Science Fiction Action

Crime Animation Fantasy Mystery

Comedy Thriller War History

Western Horror Drama Romance

Musical



LOGLINE

Planet Earth is alive.  It cannot decide to destroy mankind again or release its bounty to it.   Or 
both.



Bearth is a true story of 
Earth. 

In ancient times, when the more part of humans 

chose wickedness, the earth would have an allergic 

reaction.  A volcano, earthquake, or an ice age would 

rise up and put the race back down to a few tribes to 

begin again.

This time humans grew too fast for the planet to 

keep up.  Now, there are 8 billion humans alive 

and conscious at one time on Earth.  Will she 

destroy them?  Will she release more of her 

bounty to them?

As long-prophecied, she will give birth to a new 

Earth.  The higher vibrational planet will head 

home, across the Milky Way, and take the 

higher vibrational children with her.  

The dark angel Semyaza has captured the 

souls of more than half the humans on Earth.  

They will remain on the rock and metal planet in 

orbit around our Sun.  He intends to send the 

new Earth home alone.

S T O R Y L I N E



SYNOPSIS

For over a century, America has groomed and placed

presidents to further the dark angel’s plan. One party.

One script. Rule by law and weapons.

Robert Riker lost his wife to cancer and vowed to try

to save the country from destruction. Running his

own campaign by answering all the questions on his

YouTube channel, he had built up an enormous

following; one the Globalists knew nothing about.

During the final debate, the two groomed candidates

get into a fist fight on global TV. Thousands of viral

cell phone feeds later, Riker was written in as the

new president.

Secret Service Agent Ezzat Hadid, a member of an

ancient sect, unlocks the secret for Riker. The

cataclysms begin.

2024

Earth: The end of 
the age.



SHOW CROSS

=××

Millions of people have read or heard the story told by the author.  They want to 

remember the meaning of life.  They need to know the meaning of death.  This is 

the ultimate light versus darkness SciFy thriller; and it’s all true.



Sizzle this…..

• As the planet begins to phase 
apart, the human soul is targeted 
for destruction.  President Riker 
and his unlikely team of heroes 
are all that can stop a fallen angel 
from taking both worlds.



The Trilogy

11

Two Earths The Grand Division The Gathering
One Race for Time. And the darkness shall comprehend it 

not.
For worlds.

✔ 16 main characters

✔ 10 support characters

✔ Planet Earth begins coming 

apart

✔ Cataclysms

✔ Battles.

✔ Espionage

✔ Nuclear war

✔ Nephilim revealed

✔ Mandela Effects

✔ Dimensional War

✔ Massive Global Plots

✔ Historical clarity 

✔ Alien ships at war

✔ Two separate earths

✔ Soul translation like has never 

been seen on film

✔ New Eden

The award-winning book series .is destined to be the 

award-winning film trilogy.



T h e  P l a n e t T h e  H u m a n  R a c e

⚫ ⚫

Planet Earth actually meets the criteria of a living being

with its own consciousness. She has a symbiotic

relationship with the sentient beings living upon her.

When humans are mostly good, the planet releases her

bounty. When humans are evil, the planet has an allergic

reaction and destroys the race back down to a few tribes.

Now, there are 8 billion souls alive at once. Half are

good. Half are evil. Rather than wiping them out, she

divides in two; one higher vibration and one lower.

Prophecies have a way of showing up at exactly the right 

time; never late.  In times like these, simple and unlikely 

heroes come forth to save the world.  

Robert Riker is elected as a write-in candidate for 

president.  The first major cataclysm strikes the Gulf of 

Mexico, and he is informed the rapture is beginning and 

that he must serve as the leader of higher Adam.

A series of battles and daring escapes, the heroes are 

forged for a major battle at Camp David.  The audience is 

left wanting Volume Two to show tomorrow.

Plotline Volume One



T h e  P l a n e t T h e  H u m a n  R a c e

⚫ ⚫

Earthquakes, lightning jumping across space and

massive military movements sweep the planet.

Ancient Nephilim (fallen angels) work an evil plan from

deep within the mountains to capture the souls of all

mankind. Rules written from the foundation of the

universe must be followed in order to win. Mecca, Vegas,

and other major cities disappear in a blaze of hot plasma.

The vibrations of Earth are dividing into two Schuman

Resonances.

Boris gets in a fight outside the Tinkoff restaurant in

Kazakhstan to defend his wife, scarring his attacker.

They retaliate by blowing up his home with his beautiful

wife inside. The ensuing nuclear plot carries the viewer

through the hate that condemns and the love that saves

the human soul.

Riker’s unlikely team of heroes come together to help him

save the world from darkness, but at what cost?

Plotline Volume Two



T h e  P l a n e t T h e  H u m a n  R a c e

⚫ ⚫

The two planets have come apart. The higher Earth

begins drifting slowly out of orbit toward its ancient home

through the dark rift in the Milky Way. It leaves the Sun

and the Moon behind.

The old Earth made of metal and rock is still in orbit

around the Sun next to its cold, lifeless Moon.

The Nephilim makes one final attempt to wipe out all life

on the higher Earth by enlisting the assistance of

enormous alien mother ships filled with fighter-bombers.

Riker’s team of heroes invent and deploy defensive

weapons that don’t harm their own soul. They also invent

a new sustainable form of energy that will keep the higher

Earth light and warm during its million-year journey to its

paradisiacal home.

The veil between the dead and the living thins, and the

window opens between worlds. The purpose of mortal

life falls onto the viewer without the church and without

the guilt.

The final battles nearly destroys the world, but the human

race continues to survive the worst the Nephilim can

deliver. New Eden forms in the light of the higher Earth

on its way home, through the rift in Milky way.

Plotline Volume Three



1 2 3

6 5 4

Earth cataclysms begin Confusion, fear, war Human race begins 
dividing

New Eden Higher Adam 
emerges

The Nephilim brings 
interplanetary war

S T O R Y  S TA R T

Plotline Timeline



Gantt Chart
Volume 1

7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6

Riker wins election

First Tidal Wave Hits

SS Agents Arrive at Cal Tech

Daring Gets Caught Racing

Orphan Escapes BP

Shelly Does Traffic Helicopter

Battle at Site R

Storyline

Subplot 1

Subplot 2

Subplot 3

Subplot 4

Subplot 5

Subplot 6

Subplot 7

Orphan Joins the Team

Riker Assembles the First Team

Cal Tech Team Heads for Camp David

Daring Saves the Space Plane

Smith Shot / Riker Gets EAS



Gantt Chart
Volume 2

7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6

First Attempt on 
Shelly’s Life

Bett & Mike Smith 
Investigate

Orphan Guards Shelly

Second Attempt on 
Shelley’s Life

Dick and Kyle Rescue Katie 
and Donna from FBI

Riker Adds Lorraine as 
Chief of Staff

Storyline

Subplot 1

Subplot 2

Subplot 3

Subplot 4

Subplot 5

Subplot 6

Subplot 7

Semyaza Grooms 
General Morlay

Abdulla Bayazed 
Begins Journey 

Boris Plot to Nuke Mecca

Shelly Arrives at Site R

Semyaza Tempts 
Kyle

Lorraine Dissolves 
Congress

Lorraine and Riker 
Escape to Site R

Orphan dies  at 
Site R

Abdulla’s Team 
Encounters Survivors

Bett, Smith, and Dick Trace 
Nuclear Warhead

Mecca is Destroyed



Gantt Chart
Volume 3

7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6

Shelly Begins 
Broadcasts

Bett & Mike Smith 
Investigate

Shelly’s Message 
of Hope

Katie Heals and 
Dick Transforms

Lorraine Clears Kyle 
Rhino Adds Technology

Storyline

Subplot 1

Subplot 2

Subplot 3

Subplot 4

Subplot 5

Subplot 6

Subplot 7

Boris at Black Sea

Abdulla and Company 
Arrive in West VA

Planets Are Now Moving Apart

Boris is Translated

Shelly is Reunited 
with Orphan

Dick Katie & New 
Eden

Kyle’s Tech begins 
to  produce Energy Kyle Comes of Age

General Morlay’s Alien 
Ship Attacks

Bett, Smith, and Dick Trace 
Nuclear Warhead

Abdulla Arrives at Site 
R

Katie is Shot

Orphan Returns

Final View of the Old Earth



Arrow Chart
The power of the mind is infinite.  Humans and angels go to war for Earth

V o l u m e  1 01

The Cataclysms 
Awaken the 
Prophecy.

V o l u m e  2 02

V o l u m e  3 03

Fallen Angels 
Escalate the 
Final War as 
Earth phases 
apart Heroes Inspire 

Victory as the veil 
is rent



President Robert Riker
(Dean Cain)

• He is a widower following a dream of running for 
president.  A successful engineer, he designs his entire 
campaign on social media. 

• The two mainstream nominees end up fist fighting on 
stage in front of the whole world.  Americans turn to 
Riker and elect him as a write-in.  The Syndicate is 
furious and tries to kill him, but an ancient sect inside 
the Secret Service steps forward to save him.

• He becomes the leader of the New Earth.



Bett Dyson
(Alicia Vikander)

She has the youth, screen presence, and 
slick and simple beauty to play the non-
binary Bett Dyson.  She is strong, 
antagonistic, brave, and smart.

This part was written for her.  She can make 
the transition for the gender fluid character 
The audience will love her and fear her.



Secret Service 
Agent Smith
(Noah Centino)

He is the strong, quick, and smart combat 
veteran Agent Mike Smith.  He is the 
antagonist to Bett Dyson.  After taking a 
bullet for her at the Battle of Camp David, 
they fall in love and become the most 
powerful force for the Riker Team of heroes.



Richard Daring
(Timothée Chalame)

MAIN CHARACTER
After losing an eye in a racing accident, he 
becomes a world famous street racer.  Building a 
multi-million dollar empire of online street 
racing gambling, he escapes Pasadena and runs 
right into President Riker’s team.

He and his sidekick, Kyle Kramer, save the team, 
and later the world from destruction.  He races 
cars and flies jets into space, but his cool and 
deep philosophy grabs the audience, and they 
watch for the next time he opens his mouth.



Shelly LaSalle
(Maria Shapely)

• MAIN CHARACTER
An up and coming news anchor, Shelly loses her job 
after trying to interview a drunken mayor on live 
camera.  She gets transferred to a traffic helicopter, 
but someone very high up is watching over her.

• Shelly becomes the voice of the new Earth as the 
President’s spokesperson over global radio.



MAIN CHARACTER
A super-hacker, he is an anon, and the 
master sidekick of Richard Daring.  

Time after time his computer and 
science skills save the team from 
certain death.

A little autistic, but loyal and deep.



Abdulla Bayazed
(Narciso Tovar)



Ezzat Hadid
(Ethan Thompson)



Lorrain
(Ethan Thompson)

After long consideration, President Riker 
chooses her to manage his team of unique 
talents. She is a trained Druid and a master at 
connecting with the true intent of people in her 
proximity. 

Her ability to touch and to express the heart 
brings the audience in touch with the deep 
spiritual concepts of this film. Her soul 
connection to Riker and with Kramer is 
powerful enough to love everyone who sees it.



Planet Earth is a living thing the ancients believed has a symbiotic 
relationship with humans.  President Riker becomes the unwitting 
leader of the new Earth when he becomes a write-in winner after the 
two wealthy candidates get in a fist fight during a televised debate.
The cataclysms are real and epic.  The human race begins to divide 
according to their soul frequency.  War erupts, angels are in command, 
and heroes are forged from adversity.

OTHER CHARACTERS

Boris Domashev
Former head of the Soviet Energy Bureau in space weapons 

program.  Plots a nuclear attack to destroy Mecca with surprise 

ending.

Katie 
An antinuclear activist who meets Dick when he drives Kyle to 

his invitation at Oak Ridge National Labs to share his new 

technology.  Their relationship starts off with a 200 mile-per-

hour chase to free her from FBI custody. 

Trailer

Rhino 
Tautulu Leti Taule'alo is a descendant of Samoan royalty. He 

becomes the #1 draft pick for running back when he is hit by a 

car that ends is career. He chooses planetary core geology and 

discovers Earth is about to come apart.



SciFy thrillers deliver deep spiritual messages for 
great success.

Dune

Director: Denis Vil leneuve

2021: 6 Oscars.  166 other wins

Edge of Tomorrow
Director: Doug Liman

2014: 11 wins & 38 nominations

Knowing

Director: Alex Proyas

2009: 1 win & 6 nominations

S U C C E S S  S TO R I E S

IMDb Movie Meter 5,317 IMDb Movie Meter 3,652 IMDb Movie Meter 4,001



Bearth needs great CGI to get the

planetary upheavals and destructive

lighting to create the atmosphere.

The battle scenes range from the

conventional to the spectacular,

similar to those in Agents of Shield.

Site R and Cheyenne Mountain are

vast underground military facilities

that align with the secret deep state

that is connected to nearly every

major headline in the world today.

The deep spiritual tones deliver

powerful messages of the eternal

age and power of the human soul

contrasted with the ageless evil of

fallen angels.

TONE



Humans and angels go to war. No

TV series has covered the Rapture

from this point of view.

TONE



Bearth

Each volume is approximately 101 minutes

• Epic flashback

• Cataclysm

• Helicopter, car, jet chase scenes

• Battle at Camp David

• Escape to Site R

G E N R E

SciFy
P . O . V
Third Person
C H A R A C T E R S

16 plus 10



BEARTH: A True Story of Earth
V o l u m e s

1. Two Earth, One Race for 

Time: And the Earth shall 

reel to and fro.

2. The Grand Division: And 

the light shall shine, but the 

darkness shall 

comprehend it not.

3. For Gathering: The New 

Earth shall gather her souls 

before the long journey 

home.

The anticipation is over.  Bearth is now in film.

Planet Earth is alive. 



Everything we do will eventually affect 
the universe.

Do it on purpose.

Brooks A. Agnew

SOURCE
Brooks A. Agnew, Bearth Films, Agnew Holdings, LLC

“ ”



Leadership
Brooks A. Agnew Doc Skinner Alonzo M. Alston, 

Esq.

12 books in print with 7 Amazon best 
sellers. Screenwriter and talk radio 
host.

40 years of film, live event, and 
music video production

Entertain Law Trademark Law
Charlotte, North Carolina
AVVO Rating 10.0

• Fly: The Rise of Jett Parker, Who Saw 

the Men in Black (2021

• Hashtag Blessed: The Movie (2022)

• Countdown to Disclosure: The Secret 

Technology Behind the Space 

Force (2021)

Grammy, Emmy, BET Award, Telly, and 

NC Music Awards recipients. Caroline, 

Capitol, Def Jam, Island, Roc-a-Fella, 

Republic, Razor & Tie, Kobalt, BET, Live 

Nation, Tommy Boy, Blue Note, ASCAP, 

BMI, SESAC, The Agency Group, 

Universal Attractions, Warner Music, 

Warner/Chappell, Red, Sony, Sony 

Worldwide, Sony/ATV, Columbia, 

Entertainment One, Universal Music 

Group, EMI/Capitol, Epic, Primary Wave, 

Atlantic, 30 Tigers, Red Bull, DTP, Disco 

Donnie Presents, Russell Simmon, Etc.



Quotes Testimonials 

Bearth is a narrative that better helped me understand my own 

spiritual leanings spelled out in such an enlightening way. It 

just felt right as I frantically read (since I had a hard time 

putting the book down!) What a ride.  Can’t hardly wait for the 

movie.

I will have renewed hope for mankind when 

Bearth reaches the big screen.

SOURCE
Kathy Larsen, Book Reviewer • Amazon

SOURCE
David Dudash, Verified Customer • Amazon

“ ”



Financials

INCURRED 

OUTSIDE 

CONNECTICUT

TOTAL 

EXPENSE

Qualified Non Qualified Non Qualified

a) b) c) d)

ABOVE-THE-LINE (OTHER) $0 $100,000 $1,824,000 $1,924,000

ABOVE THE LINE PRE-DEVELOPMENT (LOCATION/UNIT FEES) $0 $0 $20,000 $20,000

TOTAL ABOVE THE LINE $0 $100,000 $1,844,000 $1,944,000

BELOW THE LINE (PRODUCTION)

BELOW THE LINE (POST PRODUCTION) $0 $0 $347,500 $347,500

BELOW THE LINE (OTHER) $0 $0 $0 $0

TOTAL BELOW THE LINE $0 $0 $347,500 $347,500

TOTAL ATL & BTL $0 $100,000 $2,191,500 $2,291,500

MINIMUM COST EXPENDITURE 50,000$             

TENTATIVE QUALIFIED COSTS $0

SUMMARY OF EXPENSES & QUALIFIED COSTS

INCURRED IN CONNECTICUT

Volume One
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